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Philosophical Perspectives on Animals: 
From Pythagoras to Peter Singer



Philosophers have been thinking about 
animal issues for 2,500 years!

 Pythagoras (b. ~580BC)

 “Pythagorean diet” = 
“vegetarian” til 19th cent.

 Kinship of all creatures 
transmigration of souls

 Aristotle (384-422 BCE) 
natural hierarchies: reason > passion, men > women
free men > slaves, people > animals



A lot of famous thinkers have 
discussed the moral status of animals

 Descartes: animals are like watches
 Favorable to animals: Voltaire, Percy Shelley, 

Jeremy Bentham, Mill, Tolstoy, Gandhi
 Lots of contemporary philosophers



Some argue that we have only indirect
duties to animals

 Kant: we have only indirect duties to animals
 hurting animal is bad, but only because it harms humans
 being kind to animals is good only because it benefits humanity

 Health Arguments
 Pro or against

 Environmental Arguments
 Is transportation or livestock 

worse for the environment?



Tom Regan: a philosophical founder of the 
animal rights movement

 The Case for Animal Rights (hard core 
philosophy) & other books (some, like 
Empty Cages, very accessible)

 Equal rights for “subjects of a life”
 Conscious beings who value their lives
 Includes all the animals that are usually 

eaten, hunted, used in animal testing and 
entertainment, etc.

 Should not be used as a means to an 
end.



Regan’s Goals

 Main objection: treating animals 
as resources

 Goal: “the total abolition of 
animal research; the total 
dissolution of commercial animal 
agriculture; and the total 
elimination of commercial and 
sport hunting and trapping”

 Not larger cages, not better 
conditions; abolition







Peter Singer

 Animal Liberation (1975): 
“Bible” of the animal rights 
movement

 Regarded as the founder of 
the animal rights movement



Singer argues that all animals that can feel pain 
deserve moral consideration

 Why ability to feel pain -- not intelligence, language, 
having a soul, etc -- is the criterion

 Interests must be counted equally with the like interests 
(e.g. not being skinned alive, food, water), and 
suffering with like suffering

 Eating animal products sacrifices major interests of 
animals for minor interests of humans.



Carol Adams takes a feminist approach

 “Women and animals are 
similarly positioned in a 
patriarchal world, as objects 
rather than subjects”

 Both endure a “cycle of 
objectification, 
fragmentation, and 
consumption.”

 Agriculture uses female 
animals to profit off their 
reproductive systems.



Matthew Scully takes a 
Christian approach

 Senior speechwriter for George W. Bush
 Main speechwriter of Sarah Palin’s 
convention speech
 Vegetarian since 1974!

 Dominion
 God has given us dominion, so we need to take care 
of his creation, not disrespect it and destroy it
 Google him - cool interviews



Some religions have an even longer history of 
thinking about animals

 In 1000 BC, Hindu Upanishads:
 people can be reincarnated as animals

 some Hindus to oppose meat eating.  

 Some Buddhists traditions:
 against killing animals for meat

 advocated compassion toward animals.

 Jains in India:
 against violence

 against harming even the smallest of creatures. 



Legal Philosophy

I taught a law course, “Animal Legal 
Philosophy and Its Development,” at the 
Lewis & Clark Law School (and will 
hopefully teach it again)

Lots of new literature. See Animal Rights: 
Current Debates and New Directions.
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